
 A solution that could support industrial CAD/CAM 2D file formats and allow for
quick access and viewing
 Orsted wanted to be able to annotate documents with watermarks, without
sacrificing speed dealing with heavy, complex files. They also wanted the
ability to collaborate directly on displayed documents
 Finally, the organization sought a solution to print files without downloading
them to their native applications beforehand

The Challenge
With over 6,500 users spread across 27 countries, Orsted needed a single solution
for users to open and work on technical documents quickly and easily, without the
need for high-performance third-party solutions. Their core requirements were:

1.

2.

3.

The Solution
Orsted deployed ARender Content Viewer for Alfresco with the help of local partner
TietoEVRY. The solution was made available to 4,200 global users in tandem with
Formtek Engineering Data Management Module for easy management of DAW,
CAD and AutoCAD formats. The goal was to evolve the product further to enable
Watermark annotations, and eventually deploy companywide. Those users are
now easily able to access, annotate, collaborate on, and print rich technical file
formats, seamlessly.

Benefits
Despite the risks involved in the project as a multi-partner collaboration, the
solution was rolled out seamlessly to Orsted’s first 2,000 users.  Thanks to ARender,
users have an enhanced document visualization and manipulation experience
which saves them significant time on technical projects, and cross-agency
collaboration on key documents is streamlined. 
Users quickly recognized the business benefits of ARender in combination with
Formtek, procuring high user adherence straight away.

In partnership with TietoEVRY for Alfresco
Used with Formtek for CAD file formats edition

Easy management of rich technical documents
Watermark requirements fulfilled and broadly used

Complex technical requirements, 
easy access worldwide.

Case Study

Key Facts

Danish power company
6,500 Employees in 27 countries

Initial deployment to 2,000 local users 
Intention to roll out companywide (4,200 global

users in 2020 and growing) 

Orsted Energy Company

4,200 ARender Users globally
High user adoption

Enhanced collaboration and productivity

For more information visit www.ARender.io


